ACOUSTIC
SIGNATURES
Their study, representation, and
agency in the experience of
architectural spaces.
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SOUND AND ARCHITECTURE
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Defining sound
Sounds are the result of vibrations that travel through
a medium, like air or water, and displace molecules
to form of waves. Similar to colors and scents, they
inform our interactions with our surroundings.

AMPLITUDE

Sound waves vary in shape, amplitude, length, and
frequency, producing differences in pitch, volume, and
timbre. The infinity of possible combinations of those
variables results in an equally ample array of different
auditory experiences. Entire languages are structured
around the subtle nuances produced by human voices
alone. It’s what allows sound to carry information as
simple as a warning or as complex an emotion.

FREQUENCY
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There are also differences in the way our bodies react
to sounds. Some make our blood pressure, stress
levels, and heart rate rise, putting us in great deals of
discomfort; others appease us and enhance our ability
to focus and create. Sound’s effects on our physiology
are directly related to the shape of their waves. We
respond positively to sound waves that travel in
regular, organized, and recognizable patterns, like
music or speech. Sounds that lack that structure and
order are categorized as noises, which we have an
aversion for.
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Noise Control
Human settlement has created and dealt with its own
noise for millennia. Emily Thompson, in her book The
Soundscape of Modernity, describes how cities were
always a place for people to complain about noise.
Up until the industrial revolution, only the sounds of
human and animal activity were to blame. But even as
the whistling of steam engines became familiar and
more frequent, dogs barking and late-night parties
remained the focus of most grievances.

The density of the medium through which sound
travels has an effect on the shape of the sound
waves, and when a sound wave encounters the
boundary between two media, it is either reflected,
absorbed, or diffused. A defining factor in the
relationship between sound and architecture is
the controlled assembly and spatial organization
of different materials, which results in a variety of
densities of media and many boundary conditions.
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If sound is a message, then architecture is the
medium that carries it. Materiality, size, and form are
all instruments in the conveying, curating, distorting,
or even silencing of that message. When we design
spaces, we construct the relative fidelity with which
the sound will be transmitted from source to receiver.
There are two ways in which architecture deals with
sound: noise control and room acoustics.

In fact, Thompson cites the case of an aristocrat
suing his upstairs neighbor over nightly violin practice
sessions. The musician won his defense by delighting
the jurors with a live performance in the courtroom,
demonstrating that an architectural boundary existing
between source and receiver had the agency to
transform and undeniably pleasurable auditory
experience into a lawsuit-worthy nuisance.
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When population density, coupled with poor health,
hygiene, and living conditions became synonymous
with urbanism in the machine age, people united in
naming noise the culprit for many human afflictions.
Governmental attempts, and failures, to regulate
the growing roar of big cities pushed those who
could afford it to find other solutions. Designers
and architects were called upon to provide shelter
from noise by devising ways of soundproofing city
dwellings.
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Architecture’s binary strategy is reductive.
Not all noises need silencing. Max Neuhaus said
“seeking to silence our environment is the acoustic
equivalent to painting it black”. Noise control
measures are not selective, which causes its
application to lack in nuance and to result in poor
auditory experiences.

Room Acoustics
Room acoustics respond to specific programmatic
needs to optimize the delivery of sonic commodities.
They are centered around Wallace clement
Sabine’s reverberation formula, which establishes
a mathematical relationship between a room’s
materiality, size, and form, and how long it takes for
sound to decay.
One of the first applications of this knowledge was the
Boston symphony hall, which to this day remains one
of the best concert halls in the world. It is a perfect
example of room acoustics as an attempt to have
complete control over the behavior of sound within
a space. To achieve such levels of optimization, the
material composition and spatial organization of the
concert hall were meticulously calculated and are
highly specific to the performance of philharmonic
orchestra.
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The program-driven optimization of sound only works
in mathematically calculated circumstances, which are
impossible to meet and recreate identically every time
the space is used. This also makes for acoustically
uninteresting experience when the space is used for
anything other than what it was designed for, leaving
no room for the impromptu or the unplanned.
Moreover, both approaches require a great deal
of resources to design and fabricate, which makes
architectural acoustics inaccessible to many.
Both approaches also disregard the vast majority of
auditory experiences, which are unique, unplanned,
and imperfect. I’m interested in engaging that
majority of sounds, and their inevitable agency on our
interactions with the built world, in the architectural
design process.
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Acoustic Signatures
An acoustic signature is the inherent relationship
between a space’s size, form, and material
composition, and one’s experience of sound
within it.
Cathedrals have a recognizable acoustic signature.
They are highly reverberant, and they produce echo.
That echo, instead of being dampened, was utilized
in the spiritual quality of religious experiences, and
triggered the development of the organ and Gregorian
chants.
Acoustic signatures have not been planned or
designed. They are the byproduct of current
construction practices and programmatic
requirements. For example, tile, mirrors, porcelain
tubs, and glass shower doors are elements commonly
found in bathrooms. Consequently, bathrooms are
reverberant. Musicians and singers enjoy practicing in
bathrooms because of their acoustic signatures.
They already exist. They are strong agents in our
experiencing of architectural spaces. As byproducts
of means of construction, they are common and
malleable.
I am proposing to engage sound in the design of
space through the representation, study, and creation
of acoustic signatures.
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SOUND AND DRAWING
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Sound is Invisible
While phenomenology is only an aspect of
Architecture, means of representation are
omnipresent. Architecture is created, communicated,
analyzed, and archived visually.
Sound is not only intangible, it’s invisible. The
mutual engagement of sound and architecture
relies on sound being translated graphically. This
has historically been done in one of two ways:
the visualization of data pertaining to sound’s
physical and mathematical properties, or the looser
interpretation of its phenomenological aspects.

Visualizing audio data

Historically, sound has been translated visually
through the graphic synthesis of its physical behavior.
Initially, it was understood to propagate through space
similarly to light. With the advent of digital media,
more precise models became possible. Nowadays,
entire computer programs are dedicated to simulating
how any given space would behave acoustically
under all kinds of conditions like various occupancy
levels, different surface cladding, and the number of
objects within it.
Alternatively, some notational systems have been
devised to not only represent sounds through its data
but also create it. Iannis Xenakis created a graphic
language that uses computers to translate markings
into electrical signals, enabling the composition of
spatial pieces of music.
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Interpretation of sonic experiences
Another strategy previously used to engage with
sound visually focuses on the phenomenological
aspect of auditory experiences. John cage, for
example, developed pictographic annotations
that complement his traditional music scores with
unconventional sounds and performative elements.
Alternatively, in his piece 4’33”, he composes four
minutes and 33 seconds of silence, instructing the
pianist on stage to only open and close the piano
lid at different time intervals. By drawing silence
this way, he also draws the sound of a confused
and uncomfortable audience and its feelings of
anticipation.
Daniel Libeskind merely focuses on interpreting the
progression of a musical piece within a room over
time by organizing lines and markings along a linear
axis. He calls these pieces Chamber Works. The
drawings are not meant to be translated back into a
musical score but rather read as an interpretation of
sound occupying space and time.
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Since Acoustic signatures are defined by the
physical behaviors of sound but are experienced
as a phenomenon, the language that I designed to
describe them is informed by sound’s interactions with
architecture and offers an experience-based overview
of the resulting soundscapes.

Sounds OF / With / In
Architecture
I developed this simple legend: The vertical axis
carries time, the horizontal axis reduces spatial
location to the distance between audio sources. The
width of the mark expresses its pitch- the wider the
mark, the lower the note. The opacity pertains to the
sounds reverberation time, or the natural decay of
the sound’s volume through time until it becomes
inaudible.
This first language iteration allowed me to establish
that acoustic signatures are composed of separate
elements. In this series of drawings, I classify those
components into three categories.
Sounds OF architecture are the result of buildings'
existence.
Sounds WITH architecture are created by our
interactions with architectural surfaces.
Sounds IN architecture are enclosed, and are always
distorted to some degree by architectural spaces.
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SMALL TALK

ECHO
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ANALYSIS AND COMPOSITION
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Acoustic Signatures of my
Apartment
Since acoustic signatures already exist, the first
step in harnessing their agency in one’s experience
of space is to record and analyze their occurrence
and their resulting soundscapes. I planned to select
various spatial conditions around campus and study
their contrasting acoustic signatures.
However, after having to leave Providence in the
wake of COVID-19, the opportunity arose to analyze
the signatures of my apartment, which I was confined
to. Although it lacked in a wider variety of contrasting
acoustic signatures, it offered an interesting outlook
on the potential for intervention in the residential
building type.
I divided the floor pan of my apartment into its three
structural bays to study their acoustic signatures
separately. I also decided to study the sounds that
contributed to the signatures from outside of the
space and those occurring inside them as separate
layers, for the sake of clarity.
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PLANS
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SECTIONS
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Composition of Acoustic
Signatures
I then designed 4 acoustic signatures which do not
dictate specific programmatic use, but rather offer the
opportunity for different ways of experiencing spaces
acoustically.
The first space amplifies, concentrates, and reflects
sounds back to their source. Whether it is used for
rehearsing music, drafting, or eating cereal, this space
offers one clear and amplified audio feedback on their
actions. This is achieved through curved walls and
reverberant materials such as tile or sheet metal.
The second one immerses the user in an even and
diffused ambient noise. The ceiling fan spreads a
slight breeze around the room, rustling the leaves
of house plants. The naturally occurring white noise
allows one to concentrate on one’s thoughts, just as
much as it helps one ignore them.  
The third contains the loudness of machines and
activities. The walls of the room are offset from the
rest of the structure, air gaps prevent noises from
escaping. Curtains and carpeting help dampen them.
The fourth one emphasizes the movement of sound.
Tall ceiling and walls covered in mirrors or glass
create echo.
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RAIN

Three Dimensional
Exploration
The models compare the sounds OF / WITH / IN
architecture and how differently they are experienced
in each new acoustic signature.
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STEPS
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CLAP
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INDEX.
Key words, their definitions, and their
relationships.

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE.
The inherent relationship between
a space’s size, form, and material
composition, and one’s experience of
SOUND within it.
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ACOUSTICS.
They are dependent on the materiality,
form, and size of a room. They are
developed through the calculation of
REVERBERATION times and the analysis of
sound wave trajectories.

ECHO.
In large, highly REVERBERANT spaces, the
same SOUND can be heard for a second or
third time as some of its sound waves are
reflected off of hard surfaces.

NOISE.
An irregular SOUND, or combination
thereof.

SOUNDSCAPE.
The phenomenological aspects of the
qualities of SOUND in a particular space.

SOUND.
The vibrations that travel through air, or
other media, that can be heard when they
reach a person's or animal's ear. They
are the product of organized vibrations,
unlike NOISE.

REVERBERATION.
The decay SOUND from audible to
inaudible over time. It is dictated by the
ACOUSTICS of the space in which the
SOUND occurs.
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ARCHITECTURE AS MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
1. Iannis Xenakis - Metastastis
2. John Cage - 4'33"
3. ATTENTION podcast - How musicians
think about space

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Broader Conversation
Here is a list of my references. Books, manifestos.
articles, images, and scores.

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE OF A CONCERT HALL
1. Boston Symphony Hall by W.C. Sabine
2. Tippet Rise Acoustic Shell by Alban         
Bassuet

On the left is my Bibliography, on the right is my
Anti-Bibliography.

HOW TO DRAW SOUND
1. Iannis Xenakis - Metastastis
2. John Cage - 4'33"
3. Daniel Libeskind - Chamber Works
4. Milan Grygar - Acoustic Drawings
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Boston Symphony Hall
A cathedral

Max Neuhaus, BANG BOOooom, ThumP,
EEEk, tinkle New York Times Dec 1974

Luigi Russolo, The Art of Noise (futurist
manifesto 1913)

Iannis Xenakis, Pithoprakta, measures 52-59

Ceiling tiles

Article on hearinghealthfoundation.org
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Digital modeling of sound propagation
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